Search for a new State Librarian – fill out the Survey!

Ohio University – Erin Wilson, Janet Carleton
Projects – Digitization of manuscript and printed leaves
Inventory of open reel audio
OhioLink pilot – paid interns for undergraduates – Call out to hire undergrads, move around through different departments in the Library, last 1 ½ years
New Dean – strategic planning underway
Web-archiving development
Metadata remediation – right statement work continues

National Museum of the USAF – Lonna McKinley
Collections management system now in place – cross walking stuff now
Wounded Warrior Dog exhibit coming to National Museum USAF on Nov 8

Greene County Public Library – Deanna Ulvestad
At risk video and audio collection work – 100+ vhs for digitization
Meta archive shout out

University of Akron Archival Services – Mark Bloom and Brittany Hayes
150 year anniversary – 10 linear feet of photographs out for digitization
Audio visual work – unlabeled film and audio – inventory clean up and digitization

Findlay-Hancock County Public Library - Justin Crawfis
Ohio Memory work
Digitizing older newspaper microfilm

Ohio State University – Amy McCory, Tressa Graves
New department head
Re-organizing and re-structuring

Old equipment assessment – equipment review, scanning the same things and comparing the results, high level view of how to route work

18000+ item assessment, 7% has been digitization – paper coming out about process

State Library / ODN – Marissa Moore, Jen Johnson, Peter Kukla

Marissa Moore – Intern, working on digitization project.

Ohio selected to host DLPA network council meeting in 2020. Working on Ohio Dig tie-in. 50-60 network people

Successful ODNfest

**October 13, 2020 – ODNFest**

Survey of digital collections coming in 2020!

Shout out to John Dewees and Toledo Public for adding 90,000+ items to DPLA / ODN

December Harvest is fast approaching – no collection too small or too large

Cleveland Public Library – Rachel Senese

Equipment refresh – new camera / scanner

Backend links to all CONTENTdm items

White Collection – over 100,000 book donation, plus correspondence and letters

    Digitized all correspondence

Chess manuscripts

Neighborhood plans

Ohio History Connection – Jenni Salamon, Kristen Newby, Phil Sager, Lily Birkhimer

New batch of content on Chronicling America

    Catholic Papers and Union papers

Microfilming project

Youngstown Sheet and Tube Bulletin - “Interesting Steel History”

Ohio Memory 20th anniversary next year!
OhioDIG Round Robin notes – November, 18, 2019
Dublin Branch, Columbus Metropolitan Library

Pause on educational programs – revised programs rolling out in December
Dozen of flash video files converted
Customization to return the side by side text and image viewer
Expanding the transcription tool
Educational programing redevelopment
Scanning Warrant G. Harding papers – for presidential anniversary
Correspondence early 1919 – pre-candidacy stuff
Priority collection work, legacy and new stuff
Suffrage – Traveling Exhibit – Panel exhibit – Email Lily for more info
Secretary of State – Suffrage submission of events

Ohio Genealogical Library – Tom Neel, Linda Swanson
New Website work – try to peek genealogist interest
Website inventory of files
January 1st launch (tentative)
Major upload of digitized stuff waiting for website

Logan County Libraries – Alicia Wilkins
Digitization development stages

Cincinnati Museum Center – Nilabh (Neil) Chaudhary, volunteer
Digitizing artifact development

Columbus State Community College – Hydy Cayes
LSTA Grant for conservation of photos, slides, and negatives

Grandview Heights Public Library -
Figuring out what items were scanned and not scanned from earlier projects
St. Marys Community Public Library – Angela Karen
Working on digitization development

Kent State University – Haley Antell, Virginia Dressler
50th anniversary of the May 4 shootings -supporting over 40 major projects, most with digitization
Grant to send out 400 av items for digitization – 300 magna belts (?)
True Crime Digital Collection development
IR migration from Digital Commons to Islandora
Digital Humanities intern in the Spring

Toledo Lucas County Public Library – John Dewees
Oral History Interviews with female lawyers and scrapbook material preservation
Toledo Firefighters partnership
Toledo ephemera collection donation/preservation to the Library
Membership with Archivelt for local websites

Case Western Reserve University – Naomi Langer, Stephanie Becker
Digitization Pilot Project – Cleveland Society magazines
Cleveland Police Museum – glass lantern slide digitization
Policy writing for the Digitization program and documentation
Fellowship program for digital scholarship
Assisting with development on Occupy Wall-Street digital archive

Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County – Katrina Marshall, Stephanie Bricking
Trade Catalog Collection
Map Collection work
Converting exhibits from old CONTENTdm to html
SOA Annual Meeting Friday May 15, 2020 at Columbus Metro Main
Call for Proposals coming out December
Columbus Metropolitan Library – Aaron O’Donovan, Angela O’Neal, Nicole Sutton

Super 8 film – aerial films of Columbus – clean and digitization

Open reel audio

Columbus Metropolitan Club VHS’s sent out

Hilltop Historical Society work – loaned stuff and scanning

Capital University newspaper digitization and possibly yearbooks

King Arts Complex – Columbus (?) Post

Staff Transitions
  Special Collections Supervisor, Local History – Aaron
  Special Collections Supervisor, Genealogy – Job Posted
  Hired two new Librarians – Nicole (in attendance) and Cindy Lindsay

MidPointe Library System – Adam Wanter

Published Madison High School Yearbooks

Armco Publications Collection

Middletown Story Map almost complete.